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Chapter 8 Continuity revival and invisible locations
Social dance and singing sessions do not attract the same reportage or
commentary as the more public Guizing and Furry dance traditions and are therefore
much less visible. There are nevertheless significant numbers of people involved. A
survey undertaken in collaboration with the Cornish Dance Society showed that
members reached an audience of nearly 3000 people for private social dance events
during a one-year period.1 Likewise, there are many informal singing session events
across Cornwall, typically but not always in pubs, which are not widely publicised or
advertised on a commercial basis.2

Elsewhere specialised terms have been adopted by this thesis in order to reflect
or respect conventions of stake holders within the community. For example the term
“Guizing” is used as this represents the convention of the Old Cornwall Societies and
“Mummers” is used for the Padstow Guizers as this respects their consideration for
modern sensitivities. The term singing session is reasonably self explanatory and
used here for consistency but is sometimes referred to as a “shout” or a “pub session”.
Use of the term “Troyl”, however, represents the reflective nature and developing
agenda of this thesis. “Troyl” is used here to denote dance in a social context rather
than that of ritual or folk custom. It has a substantial provenance in Cornwall3 and the
gloss used by Borlase of “whirls spirals and reels”4 is a good description of the physical
activity that takes place during social dance. In current practice amongst Cornish
groups it is often used interchangeably, if not necessarily accurately, with terms like
“Ceilidh”, “Barn Dance”, “Nos Lowen and “Noswyth Lowen” (see app 3: Glossary of
Terms). An interesting outcome of its use interchangeably with the term “ceili” is that
this has impacted reflexively to change its meaning in contemporary use to extend
beyond dance. The term “ceili” has its origins in the Gaelic word for an informal social
gathering rather than any specific connection with dance5 and the term troyl is now
sometimes used in the same way.6 On the one hand this is an example of change
within the process of oral tradition, but on the other this is understating a phenomena
that has a distinctive origin in Cornwall. In the latter part of the nineteenth century the
term troyl was an established term used to describe social dance events in Cornwall
whereas the term Ceili was first used in relation to dance at a London Gaelic Society
event in Bloomsbury Square in October 1897 but was not used extensively for dance
events until the 1930s.7 In the term troyl Cornwall may thus have one of the oldest
terms for community dancing within the Celtic movement.
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This chapter will show that whilst there is a good case for considering these as
“first existence” traditions located in their original settings material is influenced by, or
drawn from, “second existence” locations. For example a song written or arranged
reflectively for a “second existence” staged or concert performance that becomes
drawn into the singing session repertoire through the selective process of oral folk
tradition. Another example would be a new social dance, composed to reflect the
traditions of dance in Cornwall which is entered for the Cornish Dance Society
competitions and subsequently becomes popular dance at Troyls. In doing this the
process by which folk phenomena become associated with Cornwall and Cornish
identity will also be explored.

Troyls: folk dance in a social dance context
At first, dances from oral folk tradition taking place in a purely social context seem
more difficult to define clearly in terms of Hoerburger’s model of a first and second
existence in folk dance.8 It is argued here that it does meet his criteria for first
existence folk dance as it takes place unselfconsciously in an original cultural location
that has continuity with the past. The cultural location is that of social interaction, i.e.
“party time”, and folk dance in this context lies within the community repertoire of
activities employed for “party time”. Other activities in that repertoire will depend upon
the culture and social location of those involved. Examples in the twenty first century
might range from a disco to ballroom dancing, from a cocktail party to a barbeque or
from informal community singing to organised entertainment with a programme of
popular music favourites.

The very fact that folk dance is used alongside or provides an alternative to
activities that are not normally seen as part of oral folk tradition offers the opportunity,
and arguably the inevitability, of cross fertilisation. This strengthens the case for social /
folk dance as an original location bearing in mind the Ruyter9 and Nahachewsky10
proposal that folk phenomena in the first existence will be open to a wide range of
influences. The point here is that choice of activity is governed by what it is felt people
would like to do rather than any sense of the “correct” or “authentic”. People might of
course choose to do something that celebrates Cornish identity but this is not the
primary aim or purpose of the event, if it were, then within this model, it would be a
“second existence” folk dance.
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An invisible tradition
Folk dances in this setting are essentially private affairs and the information
available depends much more on oral testimony and the kind of recording undertaken
by the old Cornwall Societies. Recalling a Troyl held in the fish cellars of Newquay in
1885, Edward Veale explained that “there was dancing and general merriment in the
long room [of the Unity Fish Cellars] ......... it was very amusing for me a boy of five
watching them dancing the lancers and many old dances including the Lattapouch.”.11
Whilst one would not expect the experiences of a five year old to be recalled with
absolute accuracy some sixty years after the event this date is consistent with the
“Lancers”, originally danced as part of a Quadrille in country houses, becoming more
widely popular.12 The important point here is that we have the “new Lancers” being
danced alongside of the “old dances” and Lattapouch, which is known to have been
part of oral folk tradition13. Similarly, Shapcot’s account of the “May Frolics” in early
twentieth century Looe describes dances embedded in oral folk tradition like the
Triumph and Cushion Dance used alongside the contemporary Quicksteps.14
The inclusion of the Lattapouch15 in an evening of social dance is also interesting
for although this is essentially a display dance to show off clever footwork, it is being
performed here in an informal social context rather than as a stage or competition
performance. It is a “party piece”. Scoot dancing is named after the metal plate used on
the toe and heel of working shoes to prolong their life.16 These shoes can be used to
provide a percussive accompaniment to a melody line. Bottrell’s description of dancing
at a wedding party in the 1820s provides a similar image to that of Edward Veale’s
Troyl in the Newquay fish cellars:

Presently the fiddler struck up with a jig."Les have the double shuffle,
Uncle Will," said the young people. Up he jumped as lively as a kid, though
he was near eighty, and footed it out to the delight of all. Young Jan of
Santust (St Just) followed, making the fire fly from the heels of his boots,
like flashes of lightning; and all the company were quickly whirling, in reels,
without much order.17
Further references from Old Cornwall Society recorders,18 together with more recent
oral testimony19, show continuity of this tradition up to the nineteen forties.
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A survey of activity undertaken by Cornish dance display groups and associated
musicians covering the period September 2007 to August 2008 showed that 32
bookings for social dance events had been accepted during this time period by
respondents (appendix 4.11). The survey was comprehensive in terms of dance
display groups but did not include bands without associated dancers. It is likely that this
figure would be much higher had these bands been included in the survey.20 To place
this in context of the folk dance phenomena tied to the calendar, this would average out
to three to four social dance events in any month making use of dances from oral folk
tradition in Cornwall. These events are typically private functions so they remain largely
invisible. Unfortunately, folk dance band activity for private functions is equally invisible
for groups who do not specialise in Cornish dance so it is not possible to make
comparisons that show the relative popularity of Cornish bands for this type of event.
What the Cornish Dance society survey did show, however was that the audience /
dancers at these events totalled nearly 3,000 people during the period in question.

Marking Time
Whilst not tied to the calendar in the way that other oral folk dance traditions are,
there is sense in which many of the social dance events for which these groups are
booked mark time. The reasons for holding Troyls / barn dances vary from celebrating
weddings, birthdays, and retirement to fund raising social activities for organisations
such as parent teacher associations. The social dances held to celebrate milestones in
an individual’s life clearly define an event marking the passage of time, weddings being
the prime example of this. Weddings are a significant source of private bookings for
most of the Cornish folk dance bands,21 which is interesting as these are events lying
largely out of the domain of either the Folk Revival or the Celto-Cornish Movement and
an example of active choice by the organisers.

Weddings are rich in information for the anthropologist and frequently used as
medium for exploring wider issues and changes in society.22 It is argued here that they
are a location for folk dance in an original existence and, very literally, lie within the
repertoire of social activities available to the families organising the event. Feedback
from people who book groups suggests is the accessibility and suitability for a wide age
range that makes a Troyl attractive for weddings. At the same time, however, “rustic
barn dances” do figure from time to time as a suitable activity in wedding magazines 23
and there is also a commercial element in that groups will advertise themselves as
available for weddings and make use of wedding fairs for promotion. This discussion
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goes beyond the brief of this thesis except to make the point that wedding Troyls are a
contemporary location for tradition but it may be that we are witnessing here the
transformation of marriage rituals from homemade and community-based customs to a
more consumerist model.24 The popularity of Cornish tartan and Kilts for weddings in
Cornwall25 also deserves some comment here. This is clearly an articulation of identity
and what is perhaps significant is the connection between Cornishness and glamour
which may be at odds with stereotypical images of rurality.

Expressing Cornishness
What is interesting is that these groups advertise as Cornish or Cornish and
Celtic and there are alternative folk dance bands presenting as English or American or
without any particular regional specialism.26 When the Cornish groups are booked
then, a Cornish identity for the event is either being deliberately chosen or at least
recognised and people are actively selecting aspects of tradition that interest them.
They are thus open to being influenced by a more reflective “second existence” of
traditional dance in Cornwall where performers and practitioners are actively
researching or creating material that is felt to represent Cornish identity and tradition.
The kitsch badges of Cornish identity27 seen in the Guize dancing traditions are
replaced here by badges of language or representations of Cornwall’s historical profile.
Of the 31 Cornish dance groups and dance bands who performed at the Lowender
Peran Festival between 1978 and 2008 Folk dance bands specialising in Cornish
dance, 21 used Cornish names for the group and 8 used names associated with
Cornish Dialect.28 A snapshot of two social dance events provided by different bands
in 2009 provides a list totalling 27 dances (with some duplication) and of these 18 were
introduced as specifically Cornish with an explanation of their historical context.29 In
both cases the group leaders had discussed the programme with event organisers and
established that this was the kind of programme they were looking for.

Locating the singers and songs
Porter’s model for a folk song analysis emphasises the importance of
understanding the text of the song in relation to the significance attached to it, by both
the performer and the observer. He suggests that to understand the phenomena the
focus must be “......... not only on the events recounted in the song, the songs function
and meaning or even the singers estimation of it, but also, just as critically, on the
observers view of the song its genesis, and his or her epistemological and existential
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relationship to it.”30 Here the text is understood and examined not only for its meaning
within the narrative or lyrics but also in terms of the style and mood of the music. The
way in which this is perceived, and presented by the performer adds a further
dimension to the text and music but the entire meaning can only be captured by
understanding how each individual in the audience is influenced by their own
understanding, experiences and mindset. The importance attached to the performance
and audience makes this a good model for examining oral folk song tradition in a “first
existence” location.
Another issue for analysis is the convention of separating “traditional” folk songs
from “contemporary” folk songs. This arose out of the desire to separate out the
product of oral tradition within a community from the product of an individual within a
genre of popular music seen as a folk revival. The problem here is the tendency to
associate “tradition” with antiquity thus denying change and the new as an essential
element of the process of oral folk tradition. Winick shows how the re-release of 1960s
albums in CD format by Topic Records re-invigorated the traditional folk song culture
by making large amounts of material readily available and inexpensive31. He quotes
Goldstein to show how wider changes in communication technology have a history of
impact upon the process of oral tradition:

Each major technological advance in mass communication
media helped to produce a folksong revival: in the 15th, 16th, and
17th centuries, the introduction of moveable type and metal
engravings resulted in a revival to which the printing of broadsides,
chap- books and songsters contributed greatly. Offset and gravure
printing, invented a couple of centuries later, contributed to another
folksong revival; the invention of the sound recording machine, and
later of the disc phonograph record, each produced major folk song
revivals; the widespread use of radios produced still another revival
and reinforced and continued the impetus of the phonographically
inspired revival. Nor is the end in sight with the introduction of the
tape recorder and long-playing records in the 1950s and 1960s.32
In this model, a “folk Song” is not an historical artefact at risk of being lost in a
sea of social change but rather that the impact of this change on songs and singing
traditions is part of the very nature of oral tradition. Writing in 1982, Goldstein also
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showed considerable prescience with respect to the burgeoning technological
advances since that date. Winnick illustrates this model by examining the song
Reynardine and showing that whilst it is now embedded in the canon of British folk
song and widely recorded and understood as having a long historical provenance, it
was, in fact, largely the creation of A L (Bert) Lloyd and owes its existence to his
recording and publication.33 It is nevertheless subject to the process of oral tradition,
being traditional is not an absolute state of being for the phenomena in question it is
about where, how, why and when the song is being sung.

As well as examining the repertoire, the task here, then, is to examine the singers
and audience within oral folk tradition historically in Cornwall and to look for modern
counterparts. The argument presented here is that, despite the immense social
changes and development of communication technologies since the nineteenth
century, singing tradition in Cornwall remains located in a “first existence setting”. That
is to say it takes place unselfconsciously in its original cultural location, the repertoire is
“owned” and identified with by the audience as well as the singer, is unrestricted and
open to a wide range of influences including the new communication technologies.

Cultural location and community life
The received wisdom of the early folk revivalists and collectors, not yet entirely
dissipated, is that folk songs were the largely exclusive domain of the agricultural
worker and latter day peasant. There is, however, little evidence to support this. Baring
Gould had a tendency to portray his singers as elderly, illiterate and destitute people of
a “lower order” who carried an “heirloom of the past from a class of musicians far
higher in station and culture than those who now posses the treasure”34. Graebe,
however, demonstrated that many of his singers were no older than Baring-Gould
himself and at least a third were farmers and tradesmen, socially well placed people
recognised as pillars of the local community.35

A case to point is that of Sam Gilbert and his family of St Mawgan, a farming
family who had taken over the Falcon Inn. They hosted at least three of Baring-Gould’s
forays in this part of Cornwall between 1889 and 1893 and introduced him to other
singers from nearby villages including St Ervan, St Eval and St Breock. This same
family entertained Charles Lee when he stayed in St Mawgan in 1903 researching for
his novel Dorinda’s Birthday and recorded details of Tea Treat dances in his notebook.
The family were certainly literate and were arguably song collectors in their own right.
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William Gilbert, the son of Baring-Gould’s singer, Samuel, sent Cecil Sharp four songs
that he had transcribed in 1904. He also provided Jenner with the song Limadie for
inclusion in the Celtic Song Book of 1928.

As well as showing that people involved in oral folk song tradition were literate
and informed these examples also show a cultural location for singers and their songs
that focused on the Falcon Inn and its landlord and embraces the wider community.
Baring-Gould does not provide an account of singing sessions at the Falcon Inn but his
description of an earlier encounter with this culture, in the Oxenham Arms at Zeal,
captures the moment:

That day happened to have been pay day at a mine on the
edge of the moor, and the miners had come to spend their money at
the tavern. .................
........ At the table and in the high-backed settle sat the men,
smoking, talking, drinking. Conspicuous among them was one man
with a high forehead, partly bald, who with upturned eyes sang
ballads. I learned that he was given free entertainment at the inn on
condition that he sang as long as the tavern was open, for the amusement of the guests. He seemed to be inexhaustible in his store of
songs and ballads; with the most readiness, whenever called on he
sang and skilfully varied the character of his pieces -to grave
succeeded gay, to a ballad a lyric.36
The cultural location seen in Baring-Gould’s collecting is also evident in the notes
provided by Dunstan37 and the recordings of Old Cornwall Society members such as W
Arthur Pascoe.38 This is the cultural location for much of Kennedy’s collecting between
1950 and 1975 and the advent of inexpensive cassette recorders has resulted in a
large number of personal and professional recordings of such events up to the present
day.39
The Saturday night singing session at the Ring of Bells, St Issey40 is an example
of just such an event and provides a case study illustrating this continuity of tradition.
These sessions have in fact followed the Landlord, Chris Ivins, over many years
through the ownership and tenancy of several local pubs including the Cornish Arms at
St Merryn and the Ship Inn at Wadebridge. The format of the evening is entirely
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unstructured and depends upon who turns up. Regulars are drawn from St Issey itself
and nearby villages of Padstow, St Merryn, St Columb Wadebridge and Withiel, with
some people travelling from further afield. Although most people rely on vehicular
transport in 2010 and can travel more easily than in 1890, this is a catchment area
similar to the Falcon Inn at St Mawgan. Typically food will be served to paying
customers up to about 9pm following which there is an informal instrumental session
with anything from 2 to 20 musicians. Instrumental music is interspersed with songs
throughout but from about 11.30 onwards to 1am or so songs dominate. To an extent
this is a natural progression because the pub is quieter by this time and Landlord Chris,
who participates in and occasionally leads the singing, has largely finished work. The
repertoire varies from night to night but typically includes at least one example of a
narrative ballad, a comical song, a song with a strong chorus line and a come all ye
song sung in improvised harmony.41

It was neither practical, nor desirable within the research paradigm of this thesis
to undertake a structured survey of the socio – economic status of participants.
Participant observation in the form of natural conversation with participants did identify
some current and past occupations, however. The following occupations were
represented: factory workers; care workers; taxi driver; IT workers; tourist and catering
industry; teachers; construction workers; agriculture; and fishing. It is argued that this
represents a socio-economic group that is much the equivalent of the farmers,
tradesmen, agricultural workers and miners of Baring Gould’s collection era.

The physical location of a pub for singing has an obvious resonance between St
Mawgan and the Falcon Inn circa 1890 and St Issey and the Ring Of Bells in 2010. The
point, however, is that this is a community location where people get together socially
which in the current era is most conveniently provided by a public house but historically
could as well be the large farm kitchens that catered for agricultural workers on an
almost mass catering scale. This emphasis on community rather than licensed
victualling aspects is important in that during the early part of the period covered by this
thesis extensive temperance and teetotal movements in wider society impacted upon
the way in which public houses were viewed and who used them. For example, in 2010
there is not an obvious imbalance in the gender profile of singers at the Ring Of Bells
but in 1890 there may well have been.
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Continuity, change and selection in repertoire
The data that informs this thesis does not compare like with like, what it does do
is record snapshots in different times and geographic locations which are influenced by
the interest and social contacts of the collector. The data is qualitative rather than
quantitative in that it does not show how popular a song in terms of how many times it
was sung in what places but it does demonstrate continuity selection and social
context. Jan Knuckey provides a case study illustrating this (appendix 2.8). Sandys
knew it in 1846 as a dialect narrative of 23 verses but it is not clear that there was a
tune associated with it. By 1887, it was known to Cornish migrants to South Africa and
had acquired a melody and chorus. Thomas Collette (a mine captain, who had worked
in South Africa) communicated a verse and chorus to Dunstan in 1932 who published it
in his Cornish Dialect and Folk Songs. By 1972, it was part of Brenda Wootton’s
repertoire and continues to the present as a party piece for dialect singers such as Paul
Holmes.42 By 1995, the melody for Jan Knuckey had a separate existence in its own
right and was recorded as part of a set of dance tunes by Asteveryn in 2007.43

Another important dimension for Jan Knuckey is that of selection and identity.
What Sandys, the Cornish migrant workers, Dunstan and Brenda Wootton all had in
common was a desire to capture and represent the Cornish imaginary. A Cornish
identity is intrinsic in both the narrative and the language of the title and lyrics. The
narrative concerns that of a miner who could wrestle, was part of chapel culture and
played the bass viol. The story line is that he makes romantic advances to “Auntie
Grace” a shop keeper but gets forcibly ejected from the shop for his efforts. Knuckey is
a surname that is particular to Cornwall and Jan is a dialect rendering of John. The
lyrics are rich with dialect pronunciation like “wrastle”, (wrestle) and “cloaze” (clothes)
with expressions like “bal” (a mine), “fooche” (to throw out) and “durns” (door posts).
Other songs with a long continuity that express Cornish identity through narrative, lyrics
or title in this way are Trelawny, The Egloshayle Ringers and The Keenly Lode.

The process of selection within oral folk tradition is difficult to analyse and predict.
What is clear from the database is that material adopted into the repertoire does not
particularly reflect songs that have been commercially very successful or artistically
well acclaimed. This hints at a complexity model whereby a small number of chance
events and drives create a seemingly random outcome. Little Eyes / Little Lize
provides an example of this. As Honey Honey it was the B side to Deep River by the
Deep River Boys. 44 The Deep River Boys were an American Gospel act who later
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switched to Rhythm and Blues and active from the mid 1940s to 1980 in various forms.
Little Lise was adopted into the repertoire of a close harmony group called the Joy
Boys from Camborne in the mid fifties and by the late sixties it had become a popular
song in singing sessions.45 Brenda Wootton recorded it in 1971 and by 1983 it was
appearing on song sheets with Cornish translations. By this stage, it was being treated
as traditional and there was little awareness of its origins. It was in response to a
mention by Stephen Hall on the Radio Cornwall folk programme in 1982 that a listener
who had sung with the Joy Boys and recalled the song, telephoned in and explained
the connection. What happened here is that the Joy Boys found the song by chance or
research, adopted as part of their repertoire and introduced it to a singing session
audience.

Informal singing sessions in Cornwall are often lead by people who also rehearse
together more formally as a choir or organised singing group so that the singing
session repertoire will be predisposed towards songs with a natural, easy harmony.46
The combination of simple, nonsense words, repetitive chorus line and opportunities for
free style harmony ensured that Little Eyes quickly assimilated into this repertoire. The
lack of any real narrative and nonsensical words also invites the addition of further witty
or bawdy verses. Maggie May entered the singing session repertoire through the
singing of Charlie Bate and John Bolitho in much the same way and although their
histories are less easily traceable, both the Cadgewith Anthem and the White Rose
seem likely to have a similar pedigree.

These songs are all in English: although a number enjoy popularity in Cornish
translation this is essentially “second existence” within the Hoerburger model because
in this form they are a reflective reconstruction on the part of the Celto-Cornish
community. This predominance of the English language, however, challenges the
notion of an exclusively European melting pot of tradition. It is clear from the trajectory
of songs like Little Lize and Maggie May that originate from the other side of the
Atlantic that if there is a melting pot here, then it is defined by language rather than
geography.
The school of ballad study instigated by Child47 followed a folkloristic model of
analysis, grouping songs together in terms of textual themes such as the Elfin Knight,
which appeared in Cornwall as Jenefer Gentle (appendix 2.9). The text comprises of a
list of tasks which must be accomplished in order to “win the heart of the lady / man”. A
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textual motif of “Lovers Tasks” along with the other themes identified by Child may well
belong to a European folkloric melting pot that has spread across the English speaking
Diaspora, but the interesting point is that these ballad songs have not been observed
within this singing session “first existence” location. Some ballads are sung within the
singing session environment but these tend to belong to the repertoire of the individual
not the community, they may be popularly requested as a solo performance piece but
not engaged with by all.

It is notable that very few of the ballad songs recorded by the early folk song
collectors seem to have enjoyed continuity in a “first existence” location in Cornwall. It
is the lyrical songs with strong melody lines, choruses and the opportunity for harmony
that have been the subject of both continuity, e.g. the Sweet Nightingale and
Cadgewith Anthem and selectivity e.g. Little Lize and Maggie May within a “first
existence” location in Cornwall. O’Connor suggests that this selection might be seen as
part of the distinctive profile of Cornish music. He points out the similarity with the
“three men’s songs” recorded as far back as 1603 in Carew’s History of Cornwall.48
Certainly the popularity of choirs in Cornwall and the harmony singing encouraged by
this culture might be seen as an external influence here within the model of a “first
existence” proposed by Ruyter49 and Nahachewsky.50

The construction of identity
Songs selected by the process of oral tradition because they capture the
expression of Cornish identity also show how the “Celto –Cornish imaginary” has
evolved. Lamorna (appendix 2.10) for example, captures an early 1900s imagination of
place in the form of West Cornwall village culture although it is probably a skilful
adaption to Cornish dialect by Charles Lee of a music hall song called Pomorna.51 The
Old Grey Duck as sung now has its melodic origins in the carol The Seven Good Joys
and a dance tune called The Forty Thieves in John Old’s collection.52 The lyrics of the
Old Grey Duck are rich in Cornish dialect and the song seems to have entered the
repertoire in the late nineteen twenties. Camborne Hill, in contrast, makes its first
appearance in the nineteen fifties and has a very clear allusion to Cornwall’s
technological prowess and Trevithick’s steam engine. What is interesting is that songs
that have entered into the repertoire more recently such as Cornish Lads53, Song For
Cornwall54 and The Cornish Miner55 have a much stronger element of cultural
nationalism in the lyrics. Song For Cornwall has the line “Cornwall is not a county, but a
country in the west”.
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Porters model of analysis can be used to understand Cornish Lads as a folk
phenomena. It was written by Roger Bryant in 1994 and was inspired by the slogan
“Now the fish and tin are gone what are us Cornish lads to do?” which alluded to the
decline in traditional Cornish industries.56 Although it has an identifiable author, it is
subject to the process of oral folk tradition, transmitted largely from singer to singer and
being absorbed into the repertoire of singing sessions in Cornwall in much the same
was as Little Eyes and Maggie May. It captures the moment and has a depth of
meaning for a specific community of singers but its popularity is not driven by
commercial or aesthetic forces in the way that other popular or art music might be.

Although the narrative of the song follows the demise of the fishing and mining
industries, the tune is melodic and the lyrics provide for a strong chorus line. This,
together with a slightly upbeat last verse, prevents the text from being overly nostalgic:

We'll do as we have done before
Go out to roam the wild world o'er
Wherever sea or ship are found
Or there's a hole down underground57

This story of enforced economic migration also acts as a metaphor for the
experience of many Cornish families and the expectation that younger members will
have to leave Cornwall to find work initially but hope to return at some stage. When
sung by a largely Cornish audience during a session at the Kings Arms Luxulyan58 it
was sung as an anthem defiantly proclaiming Cornishness against adversity in much
the same vein as Trelawny. A few weeks later at a folk club session in Penzance with
an audience more strongly associated with British folk revival culture it was sung with
much less gusto and presented as a nostalgic lamentation for a lost past. 59 Here the
combination of lyrics and melody provided a text, which enabled to audience to
engage, by proxy, with their perception of Cornwall’s experience of the loss of
traditional industries. It might be argued here that the example of performance in the
Kings Arms was located in “First existence” according to Hoerburger’s model whereas
the Penzance Folk club it was “Second Existence” as there was a considered and
reflective approach as to what it was appropriate to sing.
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It is interesting to examine Cornish Lads against the features associated with the
construction of identity by Jones.60 As a recent composition, the song does not have
continuity but it is arguable that the narrative of the text does invoke two centuries of
industrial experience in Cornwall and mark the passage of time through change. It has
become part of a repertoire that identifies with Cornishness and for all that the
composer is known, he is rarely identified in any precursor to performance which is
typically spontaneous. It has been selected as part of a singing session repertoire
because it constructs a symbolic past that contemporary singers can own and identify
with.

Porter’s model suggests another experiential and emotive dimension to folk
songs in singing sessions that can be personal in meaning or shared with a given
group of people. This is where a song, albeit sung as a lyrical community or chorus
song is associated with an individual or for that matter a poignant event. An example of
this within oral folk tradition in Cornwall is Maggie May. Maggie May is attributed to
Charles Blamphin an established popular music composer in America in the mid
nineteenth century. 61 It was published as sheet music in Chicago in 1870 and
according to Captain Collett, one of Dunstan’s singers,62 found its way to St Mabyn
that same year. John Bolitho of Bude, who sang it partly in Cornish, championed this
song. Not only did he reinforce the popularity of this song in North Cornwall singing
sessions,63 he also introduced it to singing sessions within the Celto-Cornish
movement. This also had the effect of making the song very closely associated with
him. After he died his memory was invoked by this song and he became part of its
meaning for a large number of people who were regular attendees of singing sessions.

Conclusion
As with Guizing and Feast day traditions discussed in the previous chapter the
model of “first existence” and “second existence” locations for folk tradition proposed
by Hoerburger, Ruyter and Nahachewsky does provide a useful tool in understanding
the processes of continuity, selection, reflection and reflexivity in social dance and
singing sessions. At the same time, it is clear that this is an analytical model for enquiry
rather than an empirical description and there is considerable interplay between the
two types of location for both Troyls and singing sessions.

At the end of the nineteenth century and the first decades of the twentieth there is
clear evidence that popular new country dances augmented the social dance repertoire
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for Troyls. The arrival of the “barn dance” as a genre of social dance in the latter part of
the twentieth century resulted in people specifically looking for this as a social dance
activity and sometimes specifically selecting Cornish dance for this. Although less in
the public eye than Feast Days and Guizing customs, Troyls form an important part of
ongoing folk dance tradition in Cornwall.

Likewise with singing sessions which have continued in almost identical locations
since the days of folk song collectors such as Baring Gould albeit with a steadily
evolving repertoire. The way in which this repertoire evolves is particularly interesting.
One of external influences seen to be acting reflexively upon it is that of Cornish
identity which has had an increasing impact during the latter half of the twentieth
century. In answer to the question “What makes someone Cornish?” Grand Bard, Mick
Paynter, voiced what might be seen as the official Gorsedh party line when he
suggested that an individual is Cornish by birth, ancestry or inclination (emphasised).64
It can be seen from the examples given that Cornishness in folk song tradition parallels
this. Songs such as Cornish Lads are composed (born) as Cornish, songs like Jan
Knuckey and Trelawny have an ancestry in dialect or history that identifies them as
Cornish. However, the songs that incline towards Cornish identity such as Little Lize
and Maggie May represent a powerful element in the process of oral folk tradition.
These are the songs that have a quality that causes them to be selected, as
Goldstein65 points out, from the increasingly vast repertoire of vernacular music
available through an ever-widening variety of media. These songs are selected through
a complex process that starts with the chance interest of an individual or group of
individuals, proceeds through a lyrical and musical screening for qualities that lend to
community singing with improvised harmony. What is powerful however is the way in
which songs are adopted into a repertoire that is seen as Cornish regardless of their
origin.
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